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Brian Allison’s 0-4-0 live steamer on The Motukarara branch.   Photo: Glen Anthony 
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Big changes have been made on 
Kabita Whale’s “Motukarara 
Branch” railway since our last visit.  
In late May the short radius turnouts 
at each end of the main yard were 
replaced with Aristo Craft 10’ 
diameter turnouts and the yard 
realigned.  Wet weather over the next 
few weeks made it almost impossible 

to do any work on the railway, but by 
our Running Day on 22 June, Kabita 
had managed to get the track up and 
running.  Even to the extent if having 
track power again available.. 
Sunday dawned fine, if a little cool, 
but it warmed up to around 12oC 
while we were there in the afternoon. 

There was a good turnout of 
members who enjoyed socialising 
and running trains.  Track power, 
battery power and live steam were all 
run during the afternoon. 
Many thanks to Kabita for a great 
afternoon 

Christchurch Garden Railway Group Running Day at  
The Motukarara Branch 

Brian Allison and John Hamilton in discussion over their respective live steam locomotives. 
Brian’s Roundhouse “Billy” on the left and John’s Accucraft 7/8th's scale “Fairymead “ 0-4-2 Baldwin Photo: Glen Anthony 
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Members watch Kerry Paterson’s White Pass & Yukon  Train. Photo: Glen Anthony 

Kabita’s Mogul and train on the trestle Photo: Glen Anthony 
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Andrew Hamers’ Dash 9’s on freight duty Photo: Glen Anthony 

The peafowl came out while afternoon tea was taken Photo: Glen Anthony 
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John Lammiman’s U25B’s head downgrade Photo: Iain Collingwood 

Ian Galbraith’s C 16 with a light freight . Photo: Iain Collingwood 
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Andrew Wilson’s White Pass & Yukon Alco though the cutting Photo: Iain Collingwood 

Dean Farrow’s Drewry 88 seater twinset railcar on the trestle  Photo: Iain Collingwood 
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Daniel Hood’s passenger train heads out of the yard Photo: Iain Collingwood 

Kabita’s rail truck heads off across the King Post bridge  Photo: Ian Galbraith 
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Ken was born in Rangiora, 
Canterbury and grew up there as a 
child. This may account for his 
dogged determination to see projects 
through to completion. He went to 
university there and worked in all 
sorts of locations including some of 
the South Island hydro dam projects. 
It was something he enjoyed and 
was proud to talk about. He 
gradually moved up the country to 
settle in Auckland where he raised 
his family in Glen Eden. He married 
Liz 24 years ago and they have 
continued living in the Glen Eden 
house. He built two extension to his 
house on his own. What he didn’t 
know he learnt or pried out of 
professional builders and building 
inspectors as he went along. Up in 
Auckland he had a business 
acquiring honey from hives he ran 
around the area (up as far as Kumeu) 
and finally worked for Frank 
Winstones- an engineering 
company. He worked there as the 
Stores and Procurement Manager, 
again his enquiring mind and 
engineering skills came in handy for 
the role. He worked on the 
development of some items they still 
hold in stock today. This was a role 
he was proud of and talked often 
about with fondness. Over the years 
he had been involved in the music 
industry as a conductor in the NZ 
Youth Orchestra (where he met Liz), 
and has tutored privately.  After he 
retired, he took up full time private 

tutoring of music students to 
supplement his income, and there he 
has been held in high esteem within 
the music community. Some of his 
students still keep in touch 40 years 
on and talk of him as a hard and fair 
tutor who expects the best from his 
students. He set the bar high but he 
also supported them through all their 
exploits and became a confidant to 
many through their lives.  
 My first recollections of Ken were 
at a Model X in Henderson, where 
we talked about aspects of the 
hobby. He was in the throes of 
building a layout and invited me 
around to view his work. We hit it 
off and the rest is history as they say. 
Ken built his empire with care and 
planned all things he acquired along 
the way. On a modeling front, Ken 
got into DCC with gusto and 
purchased the LGB MTS system in 
its early days. He then proceeded to 
pry into with his usual dogged 
determination. He did things with it 
that the manufacturers said couldn’t 
be done. They hadn’t counted on the 
“Mac Factor”. Ken was also well 
known for his love of building large 
radius points. His layout is testimony 
of this. He then got into LokSound 
DCC and started fitting sound 
decoders into all his loks. Again that 
dogged determination came to the 
fore and he became a master of 
sound on LokSound decoders- most 
of my loks have been fitted and 
tricked out by Ken.  

Ken has also been well known for 
the importation of track and selling it 
in conjunction with Graeme Quayle- 
Quayle Rail. Ken imported and sold 
the rail whilst Graeme looked after 
the marketing, sleepers and 
accessories side of things 
 On a personal front he became a 
very good friend, my mate and 
provided a very large degree of 
support to me over the years through 
my own various journeys. I am sure 
we will all remember the happy 
afternoons spent at Ken and Liz’ 
house in January each year. The 
lovely afternoon teas put on by Liz, 
the cold beers put on by Ken and the 
entertaining tales he was able to 
regale us all with along the way. Liz 
was the love of his life and he adored 
her with all his heart and will be 
sorely missed by both her and the 
cats.  
Thanks for your company mate. 
Good bye old friend, rest in peace. 
 Henrik Dorbeck  

Kenneth Alexander MacDiarmid, (Ken)  
Born 05-01-1932. Passed away on 19-06-2014..  
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Holds 36 Coaches, Boxcars or 
Wagons 

How I  bui l t  a  place to  
hold a l l  my boxcars  and 

coaches.    
Required is :  

1 Full sheet of 12mm MDF 
1 Full sheet of 6mm MDF 
1 Half sheet of 3mm MDF 
14 meters of 12 x 12 mm 
Dressed Pine 
Assorted brads, screws, glue etc. 
 

The cutt ing l i s t  for  
minimum wastage:  

Set your table saw guide to 
495mm and cut the 12mm sheet 
crossways 4 times. (This 
becomes the 4 sides.) 
Cut the leftover piece twice at 
495mm (The 2 cabinet tops) 
Cut 24 lengths of the 12 x12mm 
to 495mm (Shelf mounts) 

Cut 4 lengths of the 12 
x12mm to 460mm (Bottom 
Shelf mounts) 
Cut the 6mm sheet 
crossways 4 times at 
495mm (Shelves) 
Change the saw guide to 
395mm and cut the 4 
pieces to make 12 shelves.
(495 x395mm) 
Change the saw guide to 
420mm and cut the 2x 
12mm tops (420 x 495mm) 
Change the saw guide to 
36mm and cut the 
remaining 6mm sheet to 
make 6 wheel guides.  
Cut them to 370mm. Cut 
the 2 x 35mm off the 
12mm off cut to make 2 
kickboards. 
Sand all the edges. 
 
 

Train storage cabinet. 
Murray Bold, Ashhurst 
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Wayne’s World 
Wayne Haste, Tawa 

ASSEMBLY: 
Mark the backs of the cabinets.  
Glue and nail a shelf brackets to 
the tops of the 4 sides. This will 
strengthen the top corner. 
From the top measure down 
196mm. Glue and nail the next 
shelf mount top to this line. 
Then again at 392mm, 588mm, 
784mm, and 980mm. Do this for 
all 4 sides. 
35mm from the bottom glue and 
nail the 460mm bottom shelf 
mount lining up to the back. 

Remember you have 2 LH sides 
and 2 RH sides. 
The shelves need to have the 
wheel guides fitted. I tapered the 
front edge so the wagons ran on 
better. 
Find the centre. Glue and tack a 
guide down the centre 70mm 
from the front.  
135mm from the centre should 
be where the centre of the left 
and right guides should be.  
Glue and screw the tops to the 
sides and also fit the kick board.  

Glue in the bottom shelf to hold 
the cabinet together.  
At this point you can attach the 
3mm rear panel to keep the 
cabinet square. Measure and cut 
to size. 
Now is the time to paint the 
cabinet and shelves. 
To stop the coaches and wagons 
from rolling out I used curtain 
springs across the front. 
Any questions email me 
engineer@inspire.net.nz 

 

More models made by Wayne. 

Below: Class Ow from the Mariazellerbahn in Austria, 
750mm gauge. A pay load of 10t. 

Above: Free lance BP tanker. 

Class GG of the Mariazellerbahn in Austria, 750mm gauge 
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For its June meeting the Auckland 
Group exhibited at the annual Model 
X hobby show which is held at the 
Westwave Recreation Centre, 
Henderson every Queens Birthday 
weekend .  

Apart from club open days, the 
Model X show is the only model 
railway show in Auckland and it is a 
great opportunity for the society to 
dust off its portable layout and 
promote the hobby of garden 
railways to a wider audience. 

Friday night is set up time and by 7 
pm there was a busy band of helpers 
unloading the cars and trailers. To an 
untrained observer the hall would 
look chaotic but it is surprising just 

how quickly all the displays are set 
up. They are taken down even 
quicker at the end of the show. 

This year we introduced a new 
innovation for our display and that 
was a separate track for running 
Thomas the Tank Engine and 
friends. In previous years we found 
that we constantly had to swap trains 
around as children came past and 
asked to see Thomas running. So this 
year to avoid the need to do this  the 
committee decided to build some 
new boards to give an up and back 
run for Thomas independent of the 
main tracks. This track was fitted 
with special LGB track sections that 
allow the trains to shuttle back and 

forth without shooting off the end of 
the track. Another special feature of 
the new boards was that they were 
built lower than normal to make 
them a suitable height for young 
children to watch Thomas. Simon 
Sharp also provided a number of 
wooden buildings (in reality 
commercially made bird nesting 
boxes) plus other wagons and items 
to provide some features beside the 
track. 

Model X was the first real test of the 
new Thomas track and it was found 
necessary to introduce a second 
transformer to step the power down 
to stop the trains over running the 
stop sections when at full power and 

Auckland G Scale Society Group Meeting  
June 2014 

Report, Robert Graham, Photos: Michael Hilliar, Auckland 

Allan Smith’s bush camp train 
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by Sunday this set up was running 
sweetly.  

I have to admit that for me the 
highlight of the whole show was 

seeing the look of absolute joy on the 
face of a young toddler when he had 
his first go at driving Thomas. This 
wee fellow was at the walking but 
not talking stage and I would guess at 

about 18 or 20 months old. He was 
shown how to twist the knob on the 
controller to make Thomas move 
and when he managed to work it for 

Henrik Dorbeck’s  Accucraft Lynton and Barnstable “Lew” giving an English flavour 

Michael Hilliar’s LGB C & S 2-8-0 fitted with batteries and Revolution control 
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the first time his face just lit up with 
joy. 

Thomas got a real workout over the 
three days of the show, some kids 
had no idea of how to control him 
and they sawed away at the controller 
making poor old Thomas jerk along 
the track, while other children needed 
little instruction on how to drive 
Thomas. I must admit to being full of 
admiration for the quality and 
durability of the Bachmann large 
scale Thomas, they seem to have 
made a well designed product that 
stands up well to the rigours of young 
children playing with it. 

Reading this report one would think 
that we only ran Thomas the tank 
engine and his friends but our display 
was much more than that. We ran a 
good number and variety of trains on 
the main club layout plus we had a 
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Robert Graham’s train passes the bonsai tree which was done at the 
Auckland Convention last year 

Robert Maxim and Simon Sharp manning the display 
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9th National 
Garden Railway 

Convention 
Christchurch 

6-8 February 
2015.  

display table with a DVD/TV 
playing videos of garden railways. 
We also had a number of live steam 
and other engines on static display as 
well.  

It was clear from comments received 
that Michael Hilliar's NG16 Garrett 
was the star of our display. This is a 
magnificent limited edition LGB 
model made by Aster of Japan and 
you can’t help but be impressed 
watching and hearing it run. 

This year nearly everyone helping at 
our display was wearing one of the 

smart new club shirts with our new 
logo embroidered on them. I wish to 
acknowledge the work done by 
Hugh Keal to design and refine the 
logo and for organising the purchase 
of the shirts in time for the show. 

On behalf of the Auckland G scale 
committee I would like to thank 
everyone who helped make the new 
Thomas track and who helped with 
setting up, running and dismantling 
our Model X display. There are too 
many names to list here but you all 
know who your are and you should 

be very pleased with your efforts, so 
thank you. 

Michael Hilliar’s Garrett on mainline duty 
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Thomas is always an attraction and this year was set at a lower level for viewing 

Simon Sharp’s Christmas Goose on the bridge over the muddy river 
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Ashburton Forks Railway Workshop 
Report & Photos: Kerry Paterson, Ashburton 

At last the windows are 
finished & in!!! The flues 
inside are also complete, I 
have drilled a few holes to 
let smoke exit if I mount a 
smoke uni t  ins ide 
somewhere!!  

I wasn't going to do doors 
but looking at the shed I 
think they need them, then 
spouting, down pipes & 
last row of nails in the 
roof then painting for the 
finish!!! 
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Equipment Needed: 
1. Ice Cream Sticks (Purchase at 

$2 shop) 
2. Wooden craft match sticks 

(Purchase at $2 shop) 
3. P.V.A. wood glue. 
4. Thin piece of clear plastic. 
5. Scrap piece of 9mm fibre 

board. 
6. Scrap piece of 3mm fibre 

board. 
7. Rubber band. 
8. Newspaper. 
9. Cake of Soap. 
Tools Needed: 
1. Craft Knife. 
2. Rule 
3. Small Square 
4. Sharp Pencil 
5. Old piece of scrap wood to 

cut on. 
Stage 1: 
·Cut a square 50mm x 50mm block 
out of the 9mm fibre board. 
Then cut 4 of the ice cream sticks 
to fit around the 50mm x 50mm, 
former. 
Remember two sides will be 50mm 
long and the other two sides will be 
50mm plus the thickness of two ice
-cream sticks. 
Then pick up the 9mm former, wet 
the cake of soap and rub it onto the 
sides of the former.   Residual soap 
can be smoothed out with your fin-
ger.   This acts as a parting agent. 
Then put a small quantity of PVA 
glue onto the corner of your cutting 
board. 
Pick up the two 50mm cut lengths 
of ice cream sticks and dip sparing-
ly into the PVA glue, wiping the 
excess glue off the sides of the 
sticks.  

Place all 4 sticks around former and 
the rubber band will hold the sticks 
in place while the glue dries.  
·Leave for 24 hours before remov-
ing the 9mm former. 
Stage 2: 
Cut a square 50mm x 50mm out of 
the 3mm fibre board. 
Also cut the same size square out of 
a piece of newspaper. 
By now the new window frame 
should have had the 9mm removed.   
This should be easy if you remem-
bered to soap the edges of the for-
mer. 
Place the window frame onto the 
cutting board. 
Insert the new 3mm former into the 
frame until the former is flush with 
the board.   (The side on the board 
is the front of the window). 
Place the 50mm cut piece of news-
paper on top of the 3mm former. 
You then cut and fit 4 match sticks 
around the inside of the wooden 
frame. 
Then glue these sticks into place 
and allow 24 hours to dry. 
Stage 3: 
Leave the 3mm former undisturbed 
and in place with the 
newspaper on top. 
Cut the cross bars of 
the window and glue 
into place.   Make 
sure that they are in 
the middle of each 
side of the window 
frame. 
Then glue into place 
and leave for 24 
hours to dry. 
Stage 4: 

Remove the 3mm former and you 
will find that you have an unglazed 
wooden window. 
Use the 3mm former to cut the 
plastic window. 
Also cut 4 glazing bars to fit around 
the insides of the window frame. 
Do NOT glue the glazing bars that 
hold the plastic window at this 
stage. Take out the 3mm former, 
newspaper, glazing bars and plastic 
window. 
Then paint the window frame 
which now has its cross bars.   Al-
so, paint the 4 glazing bars. 
Leave for 24 hours to dry. 
Stage 5: 
Put the plastic window in from the 
back of the window.   If you are 
unsure which is the front from the 
back, then use the 3mm former and 
it will be flush with the front side of 
the window.  
Glue in the 4 glazing bars around 
the inside of the window frame.   
Leave until glue is properly dry. 
Hey presto…..you now have a 
painted, glazed window frame for 
your next building project!!!! 

How to Make Glazed Wooden Windows 
Graeme Wood, Christchurch 
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Quality 45 mm gauge brass 
track for indoor or outdoor 
use.  Code 332 rail compatible 
with all overseas tracks 

Now available in 5ft (1.5m) 
lengths, comprising 2 lengths 
of rail, plastic sleepers with 
two rail joiners, for only 
$50.00, plus postage, at cost. 
Track is in “Kit form”.  

Why pay $80.00 or more for imported track when you 
can purchase locally. Postage is the most cost efficient 

method to send the track.  3m 
lengths also available, but 
need to be shipped by truck. 

North Island orders will be 
despatched from Auckland. 

Contact:  Graeme Quayle 
Phone  09  416  7600 
gray.quayle@xtra.co.nz 

South Island orders will be 
despatched from Rangiora. 

Contact:  Ian C Galbraith Phone 03 551 2142 
cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz  

  
October 4‐5 2014 Christchurch Model Train Show 
November 15‐16 2014 Rail Ex 
February 6‐8 2015 9th Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Christchurch 
 To register interest: 9ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz 
May 30‐1 June 2015  AMRA Conven on Auckland, North Shore 
July 6‐11 2015 Na onal Garden Railway Conven on, Denver, Colorado 

Coming Events 

INTERNET 
Looking to buy online.  Try these 

Reindeer Pass Railroad:   http://www.reindeerpass.com/ 
R L D Hobbies:   http://rldhobbies.com/ 

Toottoot:   http://toottoot.co.nz/ 
Mack’s Track:  http://www.mackstrack.co.nz/ 

Trainworld:   http://www.trainworld.com/ 
North Yard Model Railway Parts: northyard@xtra.co.nz  

Micro Mark (tools and modelling supplies): http://www.micromark.com/  

Gordon Harris: http://www.gordonharris.co.nz/index.php 
Looking for small quantities of Brass, Aluminium or copper for that modelling project 

 The littlemetals Company Ltd in Christchurch 
http://littlemetals.co.nz/ 

Brass from 3.18mm dia to 101.6mm plus hexagon, square and half round 
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With the onset of winter the 
Wellington Garden Railway 
Group usually retreats inside for 
it’s June or July running day and 
this year June was the candidate 
for our hall meeting at the Tawa 
Baptist Church Hall. 

There isn’t much at all one can 
write that properly illustrates the 
fun we have at our hall 
meetings.  Some might describe 
it as seeing grown men 
grovelling around on the floor 
playing with their toys, but the 

discerning viewer will know it’s 
deeper than that.  Its grown men 
thoroughly enjoying running 
their trains on track laid on the 
floor.  Three independent loops 
of track in fact, plus a small 
fourth loop on the stage.  With at 

Wellington’s June Hall Meeting 
Report & Photos: John Robinson, Tawa 

Wayne Haste’s new LGB shunter 

Gavin Sowry’s small loop and trains ran on the stage. 
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least two trains running on each 
of the big loops there was 
certainly a lot of playing going 
on! 

Of course we had garden 
railway DVD’s playing on a big 
screen to be watched as we 
supped on a brew and ate cake.  
There must have been close to 
20 folks passing through over 

the afternoon, our ranks boosted 
by a raiding party from the 
Wairarapa.  So there was a 
constant hum of conversation, 
broken at times with a call to 
“watch out your trains catching 

The hall in action.  Discreet observers will note the corner closest to the cakes has the highest head count. 

Chris Drowley’s Shunter and LGB Americanized Stainz 
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up” (not helped when I 
forgot where I left my 
Revolution hand piece 
twice!). 

And really that was about 
it, you really do need to be 
there to enjoy a hall 
meeting.  Hall meetings are 
not the most endearing 
places for photos, so sorry 
there are only a few to look 

at this month.  However as 
it is always one of our best 
s u p p o r t e d  r u n n i n g 
afternoons it proves it is a 
popular thing for a Sunday. 

 

Murray Clarke’s Piko shunter in the foreground and Wayne Haste’s Piko Taurus (locally know as the roller 
skate) in the background. 

John Robinson’s  Bachmann Climax with train of scratch build NZ flavoured log bogies. 

John Seward’s Baguley Drewry hauling 
Chris Drowley’s train 
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To save lifting locomotives and 
rolling stock off the layout at the 
end of a running session, a 
storage area was prepared in the 
garage.  The “track” was made 

up of two lengths of 4” x 2” 
boards grooved to accommodate 
the  wheel flanges. Initially a 
short radius turnout was 
installed, but this created 

problems when backing trains in 
or taking them out. 

A larger radius turnout was 
required to correct this problem.  

From the Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Work-
shops 

Photos: Ian C Galbraith, Rangiora 

Completed turnout ready for installation 

Completed turnout ready for removal from jig 
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Dennis Lindsay made up three 
frogs for me (two were for other 
turnouts) and provided me with 
a jig and gauges so that I could 
build a turnout suitable for the 
position. 

It has been about 20 years since 
I last built a turnout, and that 
was with Code 100 rail at 
16.5mm gauge. 

Working with Code 332 rail, I 
thought, would be  quite a 
mission.  The tools used were 
different, a grinder and hammer 
instead of a file and soldering 
iron.  The sleepers were all 
ripped from a 4” x 2” plank to 
10mm square and then cut to the 
lengths dictated by the jig. 

Grinding the stock rails was 
easier than anticipated as were 
the closure rails.  Only a small 
amount of filing was required to 
remove the grinding marks. 

The straight stock rail was 
spiked in place and the frog 
positioned. Two spikes were 
driven in, one on each side of 
the rails. .In all, 140 spikes were 
used.  The closure rails were 
held in position with loose 
fitting rail joiners and a hole for 
a brass pin was drilled through 
the fixed rail to make a secure 
hinge joint.  Check rails were 
cut to length, shaped and fitted 
to the correct spacing.  As this 
turnout was isolated from 
powered track there was no need 
for polarity switching.   

A Sunset Valley Railroad 

pneumatic actuator was fitted to 
the tie bar and tested. 

The turnout was installed in the 
storage area and the airline 
attached. 

The wooden track base was 
extended to the full length of the 

storage unit , giving a storage 
capacity of  over 20 metres.  

As I tend to run shorter length 
trains, six to eight cars, the 
storage can hold up to six ready 
made train consists. 

Completed turnout installed in storage area 



Things That Go Bump In The Night 
Warren Stringer, Carterton 
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From time to time we get the 
occasional unwanted visitors in our 
gardens and some of them seem to 
enjoy interacting with our garden 
railways. 

These visitors typically include the 
common household cat that is trying 
to find a patch of soft ground to 
scratch around in.   

And then there are the birds that seem 
to enjoy hunting for worms in the 
dirt. In my experience this usually 
takes place on the uphill side of the 
track, so that the soil and debris that 
they move around ends up all over 
the rails. 

At our place we have dogs. They 
know that the railway is off limits, 
and they do a very good job of 
keeping clear so their presence has 
never been a problem for us. 

Occasionally the odd hedgehog will 
shuffle in and spend the night tucked 
in amongst the autumn leaf litter or 
snuffling about in their hunt for slugs 
and snails. They never cause 
problems and are no bother at all. 

I have even seen a rabbit nibbling 
away on my weeds – he can come 
back again any time he likes. 

More recently a small mob of our 
more boisterous four-legged 
neighbours wandered in through our 
front gateway one night in search of 
food. Though the culprits were 
nowhere to be seen there were a few 
big flat black and smelly clues 

scattered about on the lawn to show 
that we had been visited, and by 
following their trail through a couple 
of munched-up shrubs along the 

fence-line we saw that they had 
found their way onto the layout.  On 
the layout they continued to make 
further contributions to the garden 

A guilty look 

There were a few clues. 
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fertilisation project (we didn’t have 
one before, but we do now)..  

Even though our wandering friends 
had left their hoof prints up the main 
street of the town they had not 
touched the buildings and I thought 
that we had avoided any damage.  
But then when we looked at the other 
end of the layout we found that one 
of the bridges had taken a bit of a 
nudge and was “no longer fit for 
use”.  

As you can see from the photos we 
have had a bit of re-gluing of 
woodwork and some track 
straightening work to do on the 
bridge but apart from this everything 
is back to normal. 

Of course there is always the 
possibility that we could get another 
visit in the future, so the option of 
fencing off the railway has been 
considered.  Then again, just closing 
the front gate would also do the job. 

Minor repairs are in order 

Time to call in the bridge gang 

Editor’s Note: During our visits to 
Garden Railways in the USA and Canada, 
Ann & I were often asked if we had 
“critter” problems on our railways.  We 
always said no, apart from the odd rabbit.  
We will have to give a different answer in 
the future 
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I thought at one point I might 
have to cancel the night run as 
the weather was wet and windy. 
One member with flu and one 
that did not want to risk getting 
the flu, but as luck had it the rain 
subsided and the wind 
disappeared. 

First to turn up was Tony King, 
S scale modeller and keen to see 
G scale in action. 

I already had a couple of trains 
setup and running earlier so after 
showing Tony the do’s and 
don’ts of the railway I 
i n t roduce d  h i m to  my 

Revolution controller and he was 
away running a train with a big 
smile on his face. 

Warren turned up with his Shay 
and consist. Tony and Warren 
had the run of the rails. 

Dean Ellicock txt to see if it was 
still on  Thirty minutes later his 
diesel and the troublesome 
trucks (that’s another story) were 
burning up the rails with a Noisy 
diesel. 

 At this point my new signal 
system which controlled the 
single main line between 

Westside and Upper Plain yards 
was put to a full workout. I’m 
pleased to say it was a great 
success so I’ll be adding more to 
the railway that will make 
operations more interesting next 
time. 

Lee and Christine Collett arrived 
with a Climax and consist and it 
was all go with train movements 
in all directions. 

The weather gods were good to 
us as the evening progressed. 
The rain backed off completely. 
We could even see the stars in 
the night sky at one stage.   The 

Night Run At Upper Plain Railway 
Report & Photos: Dan Hughes, Masterton 

Tony King waiting for the All Clear to leave Upper Plain yard 
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wet lawn made it slippery to 
walk on so I may have to make a 
start on that new pathway soon. 

There were only a couple of 
small mishaps. Snails, yep! you 

would not believe it. They 
caused derailments and sent my 
loco airborne into my wife’s 
garden. I sent that loco to the 

workshops cleaning snail shells 
and bits out of my running gear. 

Over all we all had a good time 
and finished up around 9 30 pm. 

Thanks to all that turned up. 

Warren Stringer’s Shay and consist waiting for Tony’s train at Westside 

Dean Ellicock’s noisy diesel and consist passing Lee’s Climax at Westside 
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New Zealand Garden Railway Contacts  
There are a number of Garden Railway Groups in New Zealand.  Most have Running 
Days at least once per month, Summer and Winter.  With one or two exceptions where 

the Large Scale railway is indoors, the majority of the railways are situated in 
gardens.  Some are at ground level, while some are raised. 
Listed below are the contact details for the various Groups 

The Garden Whistle is produced by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and 
includes information about the activities of the various Groups and their members 

 

Auckland 
Club  Contact: Auckland G Scale Society Inc 

C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102.  
h 09 266-4745  

Email: mhilliar@orcon.net.nz  

Waikato 
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  

Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge.  
Ph 07 823-0059. Email: gscale@clear.net.nz  

 

Wairarapa 
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group.  
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.   

Ph 06 370 3790. Email:lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz 
 

Wellington 
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group  

C/- John Robinson, PO Box 56039, Tawa, Wellington 5249  
Ph 0274 427 160 Email: jdmcm.robinson@xtra.co.nz 

 

Christchurch 
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group  

Chairperson: Don Ellis. P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240  

Ph 03 365 6555  Email: don@computercables.co.nz    


